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Today's search interfaces typically o®er keyword searches and facets for the retrieval of cultural

heritagemultimedia objects. Facets, however, are usually based on a static set of metadata ¯elds.

This set is often called an indexing pro¯le. Graph-based repositories based on predicates about

resources allow for more precise semantics. They o®er stronger support for retrieval, and they can
be adopted to almost any metadata format. Technically, those predicates may be serialized as

RDF triples, but handling a huge amount of objects with numerous predicates puts an unpre-

dictable load on the query engine. In this paper, we present an approach on analysing transition

paths in the RDF triples at ingest time and using the results to create facets in the search index.

Keywords: Cultural heritage objects; digital library; semantics; ontologies; rdf; triples; linked

data; repository.

1. Introduction

Cultural heritage multimedia objects may be digital born, but often have physical

counterparts held in a museum somewhere on the globe, e.g., a book copy that is not
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accessible locally or information possibly stored in an archive you do not even know

it exists. Such multimedia objects of the cultural heritage domain may be text docu-

ments, sound ¯les, video streams, 3D objects, but also datasets that need specialized

software to make them intelligible for humans. The German digital library project

`̀ Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek" (DDB) [1] aims at making the full range of German

cultural heritage objects available for end users and experts alike via a search interface.

In order to do this, content from di®erent cultural domains including museums,

libraries, archives, scienti¯c institutions, and others has to be integrated.

Business applications can usually rely on structured information and clearly

modelled data, but it is widely understood that this is usually not the case with

cultural heritage data. Metadata of cultural heritage objects di®er in size (from less

than 1KB to over 100MB for one item), format and semantic richness. Despite

approaches towards standardizing metadata and metadata usage, the same meta-

data format can still be used in many di®erent ways. Therefore, harmonizing

heterogeneous data requires a model capable of covering all formats and schemas

that are likely to be ingested into a repository. This model should preferably be

semantically rich enough to preserve all information that might be relevant for users

in machine-readable form ��� the search engine should be able to distinguish if, e.g., a

book is about or was created in a certain epoch. Since each bit of information in the

original metadata could be relevant for this, the target model must be at least as

expressive as the sum of all original formats. The most universal and °exible

approach for this is a graph-based representation of the semantics expressed in the

original metadata.

If a repository built for holding cultural heritage multimedia objects makes use of

more advanced technical approaches like modelling metadata as an ontology and

storing knowledge in form of triples, the problem remains how this knowledge can be

brought to and used by an end user. While Google-like search engines would not

understand the `semantic' question a user might want to pose, it is on the other hand

the end user that has no command of SPARQL, which actually would allow for

posing these questions. Data Repositories like DBPedia [2] could answer such

questions that reach out for hidden treasures. But, and this raises a third kind of

problems, resolving the semantically precise retrieval costs too much computation

time when the query is applied to huge datasets.

Many commercial web applications have proven that search interfaces ��� at least

slightly more sophisticated than what Google currently can o®er��� are feasible when

using facets. In this paper we propose a method to accelerate the resolving of facet

names and contents by pre-computing them at ingest time, i.e., when the information

from a new metadata object is added to the already existing web of knowledge.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 we introduce the

context of our work and discuss related work. Section 3 presents our approach to the

problem of semantic-based retrieval in general and gives details on indexing, search

and navigation in the object graph. Section 4 shows ¯rst benchmark results of our

system. In Sec. 5 we draw our conclusions and present future work.
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2. Background on the DDB and Related Work

The DDB project [1], which motivated the subjects discussed here, is in line with

many other digital library projects which have been undertaken in recent years

throughout the world. In contrast to most of these projects, the DDB is designed to

integrate content from di®erent cultural domains including museums, libraries,

archives, scienti¯c institutions, and others. However, even if only cross-domain

cultural heritage projects are taken into account, a multitude of approaches for

integrating heterogeneous metadata can be found:

. The lowest-level approach can be found in the CatchUp system [3] from the

Netherlandic `̀ Haags Gemeentemuseum": It solely relies on a full-text index of all

metadata ¯elds; distinctions like the already mentioned `̀ book is about or was

created in a certain epoch" are not expressible at all with this approach.

. Other cross domain cultural heritage portals like The Internet Archive [4] also

provide access to various types of content but map the incoming metadata to a °at

indexing pro¯le similar to DC [5] or ESE [6]. This makes things easy at ¯rst glance,

but comes at a price: the unspeci¯c semantics of DC like pro¯les achieve high recall

rates at the expense of precision.

. The project most similar to the DDB is Europeana [7], launched in 2008 `̀ with the

goal ofmakingEurope's cultural and scienti¯c heritage accessible to the public".But

in contrast to Europeana the DDB may store binary multimedia ¯les of any kind.

The question of how to support the user in exploratory search over a large number of

items has been addressed by Urruty et al. [8]. They introduced an interface for video

retrieval that automatically presents suggestions by extracting textual and visual

features of relevant shots. The authors proposed clustering of the retrieved results

based on low-level features to create groups of similar content. The description of the

clusters is then used to ¯nd di®erent aspects of search results. The authors demon-

strated good retrieval results. However, the heterogeneous multimedia objects in the

DDB can not be represented by a ¯xed set of features.

The principal idea of faceted search for exploring data is used by various systems.

Schenk et al. present SemaPlorer [9], an application that enables search and visu-

alisation of heterogeneous semantic data in real-time. The application explores data

sources that are semantically well annotated: triples from DBpedia, GeoNames, and

WordNet. The search operates with four prede¯ned facets with ¯xed context view.

However, the DDB search engine enables the generation of facets dynamically

according to the search results.

The DDB approach shares some concepts with the work of Jankowski et al. [10],

which is building a system inspired by the global network of knowledge [11], CIDOC

CRM [12] and linked data [13]. We also map original metadata onto a CIDOC CRM

graph. However, our approach on querying objects is not directly based on the graph,

but on pre-compiled transitions derived from the graph because this needs much less

computation resources at query time.
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In [14], the authors present di®erent types of handling multimedia objects in the

cultural heritage domain. As examples, they describe a presentation-style visual-

ization that allows conveying the semantic relation among objects and the semantic

annotation of objects based on an underlying ontology. In our approach, di®erent

representations of an object can be accessed: a title (text), a preview (an HTML-

snippet with a small amount of metadata and, if available, preview-images), and a

detailed view (an HTML-snippet with lots of metadata and, if available, binary

representations of the objects accessible via viewers). These views are generated from

the metadata of the objects when the objects are ingested, and can contain the

pre-compiled transitions derived from the CIDOC CRM graph. In addition, the pre-

compiled transitions allow for presenting the semantic relation between objects and

for navigating from one object to another object via these transitions.

3. Semantic-Based Ingest and Retrieval: The DDB Approach

A challenge for projects like DDB is to ingest a multitude of heterogeneous objects

and to connect the objects correctly ��� thus overcoming the metaphor of metadata

described as a ¯ling box or catalogue. A more adequate representation would pre-

serve a deeper knowledge using models like the CIDOC CRM (Conceptual Reference

Model), which `̀ provides de¯nitions and a formal structure for describing the implicit

and explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation"

[12]. Alternatively, the new data model of Europeana, EDM [15], would be usable.

These models were designed with a vision of a network of knowledge in mind [11], but

mapping to these often requires making implicit knowledge explicit, especially when

mapping from a metadata format without precise semantics like DC (see [16]).

In this section, we present our approach on the ingest and retrieval of semantic-

based representations of metadata, starting with a brief overview of the relevant

aspects of the DDB architecture and its current implementation. After that, we

describe our attempt to solving two important problems in the context of our

platform: the dynamic generation of facets from transition paths and the identi¯-

cation of unique entities from literal attributes.

3.1. Architecture and current implementation of the DDB

The DDB consists of three main components: an ETL [17] like tool for data inte-

gration (the Augmented SIP Creator or ASC), the DDB core platform (Cortex) [18],

and the presentation layer. Its architecture was developed in dependence on two

reference models for archives resp. libraries: the Reference Model for an Open

Archival Information System (OAIS) [19] and the DELOS Digital Library Reference

Model [20]. Figure 1 visualizes our approach on the DDB architecture. It is designed

to allow distributing services on di®erent machines.

The ASC transforms arbitrary metadata describing cultural heritage objects of

any kind into the internal data model which is based on CIDOC CRM. Its current
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implementation in the DDB project expects the incoming metadata to be in one of

these XML-based metadata formats: DC [5], DIF [21], EAD [22], ESE [6], LIDO [23],

MARC 21 [24] or METS[25]/MODS[26]. For formats that may contain more than

one object in a single input ¯le, the input ¯le is split into single object represen-

tations. After that the input is processed with transformers written in XSLT to

generate a SIP (Submission Information Package). If there are binaries available for

the multimedia object, they are attached to the SIP and sent to the core platform.

When the core platform receives a SIP, it is being ingested: For every object a

unique ID is created and the new object and its relations to other objects are per-

sisted in the repository. In the current implementation, the repository consists of a

¯le system (locally mounted, remote accessible via REST [27] or in an OpenStack

cloud) and a Solr server that holds the following di®erent indexes:

. The search index, which contains the full text index and the pre-computed facets

for every digital object (described in detail in Sec. 3.2).

. The node store, which contains the `̀ nodes" with their attributes and links to other

nodes. A node is created for every entity and every event described in the RDF

triples (described in detail in Sec. 3.3).

. The graph store, which contains the RDF triples in their unaltered form (not

relevant for the topics discussed here).

After its ingestion, each object is accessible using an REST-structured URL hier-

archy containing the object ID. Di®erent URLs in this hierarchy allow for retrieving

Fig. 1. High level view on the DDB.
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speci¯c parts of the object data, an RDFa description, or a binary stream. Depending

on the con¯guration of the platform, every request may be checked against an

`̀ intellectual property rights" rule set protecting resources or parts of them. To this

end, the platform o®ers an authorization and authentication service. Furthermore,

the platform can handle user pro¯les which may be used to store the `̀ journeys" the

user experiences while navigating through the content.

Data managed by the core system of the DDB can be made accessible on the web

through web browsers and mobile devices via the presentation layer. The most

important client web application is called Object Discovery, and it provides func-

tionality for searching, browsing and displaying objects.

3.2. The search index: Keyword-based and faceted search

The primary search facilities of the DDB are based on the well-known concept of

faceted search. This concept has been successfully used in the context of metadata

search in general [28] as well as in the context of searching in semantic web reposi-

tories [29]. The current implementation of the faceted search relies on the standard

functionality of the underlying Solr index called the `̀ search index". All information

held in this index is public by de¯nition.

While ingesting an object, the ingest service analyses the representational model

of the object. The model contains transitions re°ecting semantic relations. During

ingest, we extract relevant transitions and reduce the transitional path to form a new

synthetic property that directly combines the beginning node and the termination of

the transition. The terminator may be a resource. In this case we also have to resolve

the resource and extract one or multiple literals.

These synthetic properties are then being used to build the facets dynamically. All

mapped values are indexed and can be queried. Figure 2 shows the concept of

deducing an indexing pro¯le from a transitional model based on an example.

Descriptive literals derived from original metadata reside in the index and refer to

the items. While the model has been constructed to unveil semantic relations, facets

are derived in a way that preserves the semantics of the modelled transitions, but also

provides the users with easy to use ¯lters. Facets can be computed in an acceptable

time using standard technologies like Solr. In addition, they can be used for

additional optimizations like topic based clustering of similar objects within result

lists. With keyword search and facets, users have °exible instruments for expanding

and reducing the result list. While these features depend on the model and the index

con¯guration, additional °exibility can be achieved by expanding queries with

vocabularies. Most of the metadata in the DDB is available in German only.

Translations of the metadata are not in sight. However, translating the query terms

is easier to achieve and could by computed during query time.

One of the main problems in this area is the huge amount of values for certain

facets, e.g., time or place related facets, which can cause confusion when selecting the

values for these facets via a user interface. We propose to address this issue by the use
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of vocabularies to aggregate the facet values. For grouping date values in periods

(50 year periods in the current implementation), we use a vocabulary that contains

Latin numbers and a set of epoch names, which allows for o®ering time based facets

that combine time values in a user friendly way instead of confronting the user with

an endless number of single date values.

A similar approach is taken to manage places. Here, one of the most intriguing

issues is to recognize historic names of places and to assign particular places to

broader units using an appropriate hierarchy. For Germany, such a hierarchy must

at least cover cities, Länder (states like Bayern or Nordrhein-Westfalen) and regions

like Rheinland or Friesland. Facets containing places therefore must re°ect the

hierarchy.

What also come in handy for managing the multitude of facet values is that

indexes like Solr can group facet values by relevance (which actually is the default

behaviour).

The screenshot in Fig. 3 shows an early prototype of the faceted search, the result

list, and the detail view. The detail view renders static content and currently inte-

grates three widgets as a proof of concept: a Google map, a Wikipedia timeline, and a

graph visualizer. Please note that the screenshot shows a functional prototype but

not the layout of the DDB which has been implemented already but may not be

published before the o±cial launch of the website.

Another type of interactive data exploring is a map and timeline based browser

that gives users the opportunity of accessing data in an explorative manner. Such a

widget can be synchronized with the facetted search for an integrated way of

Fig. 2. Example for the deduction of an indexing pro¯le from a transitional model.
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inspecting search results or collections of objects. For example, users are enabled to

select facets to reduce the number of objects shown in the map or timeline, or

reducing the set of objects by selecting a certain area in the map. Widgets like the

map and timeline browser pro¯t from the semantics the facets re°ect.

3.3. The node store: Linking objects and identifying entities

In addition to keyword search and facets, we wish to integrate widgets that allow

navigating on the data interactively. A linked data browser would allow for tra-

versing the properties that crosslink entities. According to the CIDOC CRM format,

data is represented as a graph. The nodes of this graph represent entities related to

the digital objects that are stored in the DDB as well as helper-entities such as events

(e.g., a book, its creation, the person who has written it, the date of its creation, the

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the prototype. Note: This is a functional protoype, not the layout of the DDB.
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library where it is kept, etc.). The edges represent the relations between these entities

(e.g., carried out by, has timespan, has current keeper, etc.).

Each node is stored in a Solr index called the `̀ node store" as an independent

resource with a unique identi¯er that refers to the original entity. Therefore, mul-

timedia objects that share a connection to the same entity (e.g., two books that were

written by the same author) are implicitly connected (see Fig. 4).

The main challenge is to ensure that no more than one single node in the repo-

sitory represents the same real-world entity. Thus, the ingest service has to identify

whether an entity from an incoming SIP is already present in the repository or if it

has to be added. This would not be a problem if every incoming entity contained a

globally unique identi¯er like an URI or URN reference to an authority ¯le like PND

(Personennormdatei), VIAF, or others, and if these repositories would not itself

overlap. Since the name or title of the entity is needed as a literal for inclusion in the

search index, it would be best if the entity would contain both the reference to the

authority ¯le and the literal. If the entity contains only the reference, it would have

to be resolved to get the corresponding literal. This might be a performance problem,

but that could be mitigated by pre-¯lling the node store with the contents of the

desired authority ¯les.

However, most of the incoming entities are not linked to an authority ¯le but are

described solely with simple literals, or are helper-entities (e.g., the creation of a

book) that have no globally unique identi¯er. We address this problem by using the

distance metric learning method presented in [30]. The key idea of this approach is to

learn a function which measures the similarity of a pair of items. Since the computing

of a pairwise similarity over a large amount of data is a time and resource consuming

task, we propose an iterative approach involving two steps. The ¯rst step aims at

quickly discovering the potentially similar objects from the repository, while the

second one intends to ensure the accurate prediction of the similarity.

Automatically calculated similarities can be used for constructing relations and

annotating objects with certain likelihoods. While hard and reliable links between

resources and authority ¯le entries are not always achievable, machine generated

links can bridge the gap. In addition, machine generated links could be evaluated by

Fig. 4. Connecting multimedia objects through references to identical entities
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a crowd of competent users. Both, the semantic annotation of information and its

organization into a well structured knowledge base, open up great opportunities for

expressing and querying advanced knowledge about entities and relations.

However, this concept is not always understandable and usable for end users, as

by design there are no direct relations between digital objects. Digital objects can

only be connected via another intermediate object (e.g., the author who wrote

di®erent books), but this enables us to present this intermediate object to the end

user as the source of the connection. Additional information, a detailled description

of the functionality, and the concepts behind the implementation can found in [18].

4. Benchmark Results

The method of deriving facets from semantic transitions presented here aims to

combine a °exible representation of cultural heritage metadata with the compu-

tational e±ciency of indexing pro¯les. Although the DDB website is not yet launched

o±cially, an earlier version of the DDB platform (Cortex) was already benchmarked

against the open-source Fedora platform [31] for use in another context.

The test consisted of ingesting 100,000 metadata objects with a small JPEG

picture (less than 200 KB) attached. It was carried out on a virtualized Linux server

with the following technical data:

. 4 cores of an AMD Opteron processor 6172

. 3.86GB RAM

. Local harddrive (79GB)

. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server Version 11 Patchlevel 1 (64 Bit GNU/Linux Kernel

2.6.32.36-0.5-default)

The results are shown in Table 1. Note that in spite of having to translate the

incoming semantic transitions to facets, the ingest process in Cortex is slightly faster

while using less CPU time. The query times while still ingesting new data are even

signi¯cantly faster than those of Fedora.

As of January 2012, the Cortex system has successfully ingested a mixed set of

about 6 million items from all relevant domains, with search and item access per-

forming at a reasonable speed.

Table 1. Benchmark results.

Platform Ingest time Query timea Query timea CPU usage
(100,000 objects) (average) (std. deviation)

Cortex 1 h 55 min. 05 sec. 24.462 ms 68.851 ms 5�8%

Fedorab 2 h 07 min. 49 sec. 68.851 ms 1105.200 ms 13�19%

aQuery times were measured while the ingest was still running.
bVersion 3.4.2 with mySQL database 5.0.67-13.26.1 x86 64
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented an overview over some of the challenges experienced while

setting up a system that aims at making cultural multimedia heritage data accessible

to the public. We ¯rst described our technical approach in general, hoping this may

be found helpful for similar projects. For two important issues we proposed solutions

based on a rich semantic model. First, we showed how semantic transitions can be

o®ered to the user in a user friendly and e±cient way. Second, we discussed how a

user may be navigating between objects.

In general, all mappings and processing steps handled during pre-ingest apply

to metadata. For certain objects, more speci¯c metadata would be desirable. For

example, for books, page level metadata would allow searching for terms matching

particular pages. For videos, certain frames could be addressed if the content (per-

sons, places, dates) could be recognized and if this information was assigned to the

video frames where matches occur. Similar techniques could open audio ¯les to more

sophisticated searches. Technologies that could help synthesizing metadata have

been developed for the CONTENTUS use case of the Theseus project [32]. CON-

TENTUS o®ers a wide range of enrichment services working on textual content like

entity recognition and keyword extraction, but also a number of functions applicable

to binary formats like voice and speech recognition.
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